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Genetics of Asian ElaPhants
Blood samples were collected from the Sri
Lankan and Indian subspecies of the tamed
Asian elephints, and genetic variations within
and between them were screened by starch and

the Wbrkshop organizeri Dr Schwann Tunhikorn
at' the Royal Forest Department, Paholyothin
Road, Bangkok 10900' Thailand, Fax:662'579
861

'

. Voic-e Phone: 662-579 1565.
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2. SABAH; oi ;ohn Sale (UN -Technical

pol yacry lam idegel electrophoretic exam inations.

viser, Sabah Wildlife Departmeht) plans

Number of genetic loci screened was 33. The
experimental resuls showed that the genetic
variabilities within subspecies were low !ike as
observed in other non-domesticated large
mammalian species, and that the genetic divergence between the' two subspecies was about
on the same level as observed between two
subspecies of the Japanese macaques. At the
Tetrazotium oxidase (T") locus a complete
allelic substitution was observed between the
Sri Lan kan a;-d Indian subspecies bf Asian

Ad-

to intro-

duce the technique of estimating elephant
numbers in Sabah using the indirect method
that had been successfully used in lndia by Ms
Shanthini Dawson. Sabah, as Dr Sale points out,
has the largest population of elephants on
Borneo and there is,,some evidence that it
constitutes a distinct race 'from other popula'
tions of the species. The Sabah population is
smatl (several hundred) and, being subject to
serious habitat loss due to logging of the'rainforest and its clearance fot large scale agriculture,' i's highly'dndan{ered. Only one (recently
gazetted) pr6tected area, Tabih Wildlife Reserve,
contaih's 'a significant number of elephants.

elephants.

(Source: Genetic variabilities within and between Sri Lankan and Indian subspecies of the
tamed Asian elephants, Elephos moximus. by
Takayoshi Shotake, Ken Nozawa, Mewa Sin$h,
H.W.Cyril and Hilary Crusz. Report of the
Society for Researches on Native Livestock.
No:11 ,215-221 (1986).

Damage"

frequent.

to cropi is fairly widespread 'and
A

species mana$ement plan

for

ele-

phaiit will sJrortly be prepared with the
assistance frbm- UNDP; project now providing
teihnical aid to the Sabah Wildlife Department.
allrpossible management options,
It will consider
jfurther : prot'ected areas; erection of
including
barriers such as 'electric fencing and translocation of pocketed grouPs.
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WORKSHOPS and PRO.TECTS

J.

' In the light'of the'above, it is clearly of

1.

THAILAND: The Royal Forest Departrnent
(RFD) in association with the Regional' Office
(Asia/Pacific) of the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) in Bangkok, Thailand
plans to hold a workshop entitled, ELEPHANT
MANAGEMENT lN THAILAND in October
1991. Particulars could be obtained from

immediate importance to obtain a more accurate
estimate of etephant numbers and un'derstanding
of their seasonal distribution than that presently
available - which due to the great difficulty
of sighting the animals in' dense rain forest is
somewhat sketchy.. The estimation of numbers
41
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A femole elephont with

its colf

in Ruhuno Notionol Park.

Sri Lonko

(photo:

Chorles Sontiopiiloi).

4.

from dung distribution appears to be a promising method for Sabah conditions but needs to
be appraised by someone with existing familiarity with the method and a detailed under-

SRI LANKA: A newly establish'ed conservation organization in Sri Lanka, FAUNA INTERNATIONAL TRUST (FlT) headed by Dr Hiran'
Jayawardene held its first meeting at the University of Peradeniya in Sri Lanka to discuss
and identify the principal research needs and

standing of its experimental design.

3. SRI LANKA.' The Department of Wildlife
Conservation in Sri Lanka has initiated a research programme in the Ruhuna National Park
to monitor the status of the large mammals
including the elephant. First survey was carried
out by a team of Sri Lankan biologists from
the Department of Wildlife Conservation with
the assistance of WWF Asia Programme. They
include Messrs Sarath Dissanayake, A.H. Sumanasena, Upali Padmasiri, Gamini Wijesinghe,
H.P. . Jayamanne and Chandra Bandaranaike.
The team also tried out the indirect method
of estimating elephant densities using the dungcount method demonstrated by Shantini Dawson in Mudumalai (See AESG Newsletter No:
6). A total of 94 animals were observed in June
1991 of which there were 76 animals belonging
to 13 separate herds. The average herd size
was 5.84. A full report will be published in the
next issue of the AESG Newsletter.

areas where such management-oriented research
on elephants are needed with the view to pro-

viding both technical as well as financial support
for Sri Lankan biologists. The meeting was
held on 6 July in the Veterinary Faculty and
was attended by Dr Hiran Jayawardene (Chairman), Ms Anouk lllangakoon, Dr Vijitha Kuruwita (AESG Member), Mr Childers Jayawardhena, Ms Nalinika Obeysekera, Prof. Padma de
Silva, Dr Seevali Ranawana, Mr Palitha Udurawana and Dr Charles Santiapillai. FIT will
be happy to hear from AESG members on any
assistance to enhance the long-term survival
prospects of the elephants in Sri Lanka. Dr
Hiran Jayawardene can be contacted at Fauna
International Trust. 21811 Baudaloke Mawatha,
Colombo 7. Sri Lanka. Tel: 699691,686329.
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PUBLIGATIONS

lnstitute of Science, Bangatore 560 012, lNDIA.
Fax: (0812)34jG83, '' '', ''
(C.Santiapillai).

1.

TRANSLOCATTON OF WILD ELEPHANTS
by D.K.Lahiri-Choudhury Technical Report
No. 1. Asian Elephant Conservation Centre
of the IUCN/SSC tuian Elephant Specialist
Group. 1991.

a

d
a

2.

TRAVELS ON

My

ELEPHANT by Mark

Shand with photographs by Aditya pa'tankar.
Jonathan Cape, London. 1991. 14.99 pounds
sterling in UK only.

This is a very readable account on the
removal of problem elephants from the source
of conflict to secure areas using chemical immobilization. Prof. Lahiri-Choudhury whose principal occupation is teaching English literature
at the University in Calcutta is better known
for his extraordinary experience on elephants
in India in general and West Bengal in particular.
His report will become invaluable for anyone
attempting to translocate elephants once they
are sedated by potent morphinomimetic drugs.
He outlines the different practices in immobilizing elephants in Sri, Lanka, Mataysia and
India and provides practicat information on
the transport of the tranquilized elephants
by lorries. There is a concise table of the type
of drugs and the amount used in the immobilization of elephants. The report is illustrated with simple but clear drawings to illustrate
the complex procedures of using koonki elephants, loading elephants into trucks and
the design of the ramp. Although there is
much information available on the chemical
aspects of immobilizing elephants in veterinary literature, there has been very little written
about the mechanical aspects of translocating
elephants once they have been tranquiljzed.
Unfortunately, Prof. Lahiri-Choudhury's otherwise excellent report fails to mention the chemical immobilization of elephants in Sumatra
by the Directorate-General of Forest protection
and Nature Conservation (PHPA) using Rompun
in the beginning and subsequently M-99. The
lndonesians have attempted the translocation
of elephants almost entirely on their own and
have successfully used chemical immobilization
in dealing with problem elephants. prof. LahiriChoudhury's work becomes the first technical
report published by the Asian Elephant Conservation Centre. For copies of this publication,
please contact Asian Elephant Conservation
Centre, Centre for Ecological Sciences, Indian

There is no better way to see India than
from the howdah of an lndian elephant. This is
exactly what Mark Shand discovered as he set
out on a thousand kilometre journey on Tara,
a thirty-year old female elephant. Their destination was the Sonepur Mela, the world's oldest
elephant market. What began as an adventurous
whim soon developed, into an unlikely romance.
Tara, the scrawny and ill-treated begging elephant which Shand had acquired, was transformed through tender loving care on the
journey into a star attraction. Everywhere they
went - into communities that had not changed
in millenia or along new arterial roads,: where
trans-continental iuggernauts thundered p"s!
the western mahout; trained by.Tara's minder,
and his five eccentric Indian companions drew
inquisitive crolvd; to admire their elephant.
This account of the triils and tribulatiops of
the journey is told with charm and wit, and is
illustrated with captivating photographs in
colour. Yet, in the best tradition of all good
'travel
writing, there was an inward as well as
.outward journey. tvlerNy'arriving was not'the
end of the story, and \finding a good home
for Tara'was'to present the greatest challenge
of all.

With the ear for the comic, an eye for the
exotic and a nose for the bizarre incident,
Shand informs as he entertains and in doing
so brings an individual view to the fabulous
legacy of one of the oldest and richest associations ever known between man and animal
a partnership that over 4,000 years has imbuedthe most ancient surviving culture with inestimable meaning and significance.

3.

ELEPHANTS: out of time, out of space
by Douglas H. Chadwick. an article in National
Geographic Magazine (Vol. 179. No: 5. May
43

is also lavishly illustrated with some of the
most spectacular photographs. Th.ere is an
updated map of the elephant distribution.
Douglas Chadwick is a writer trained as a wildlife biologist.

4.. Endangered

Species: ELEPHANTS by Peter
Press, London. 1990. 8.95
The
Apple
Jackson.
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pounds sterling.
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Peter Jackson is a member of the AESG
and the Chairman of the IUCN/SSC Cat Specialist Group. His interest in wildlife began
during his 1 8 years as Chief Correspondent for
Reuters in lndia. He has written an excellent
book for the layman on elephants. The book
provides a full analysis of the anatomy, life
cycle, habitat, senses and extraordinary intelligence of the largest terrestrial mammal extant
today. lt charts the evolution o.f the species,
and the. fascinating inter-relationship of Man
and elephant - elephants have been used in
war, in ceremonial and as beasts of burden, as
well as having religious significance. The latest
efforts at conservation and the arguments
underlying them are explained, following the
worldwide ban on trade in ivory by the nations
who are parties to the Convention on lnterna-
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tional Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES). lllustrated throughout in fuf l colour, Elephants draws upon the
very latest scientific research to provide a more

1991). Chadwick's writes about the plight of
both African as well as Asian Elephants based
on his exhaustive travel in Africa and Asia and
his interviews with people directly involved
with elephant conservation in the two continents. Being a National Geographic article, it

a

complete understanding of these magnificent
animals to the non-specialist reader; and thus
reinforces the horrible loss their extinction
represen ts.

FILM REVIEW

.

1. Partridge Films: on The Elephant in Sumatra

h

in the Way Kambas National

Park and in Air
Mesuji where much of the current elephanthuman conflicts abound. The documentary
film deals with the land pressures in Sumatra
vis-a-vis the elephant and the transmigrants;
crop raiding by elephants; the capture of chronic
crop raiding elephants for domestication and
subsequent use in forestry operations; the role
of elephants in nature-oriented tourism etc.

Partridge Films Limited has produced a
film THE ELEPHANT DILEMMA which
examines the conflicts which threaten the
Sumatran elephant and the measures being
taken to ensure its survival. The film was
produced by Sarah Cunliffe (see photo) with
the active support of the Directorate of Forest
Protection and Nature Conservation (PHPA)
and the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)
lnternational. The film was shot in Sumatra
44
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(Photo: from left to right: Mr Widodo Sukohodi Romono, Chief of Species
Conseruotion; Sarah Gtnliffe (Producer); Lindo Woddell;'Chris Appenihow
(Cameramon); Steve Robinson (Ass-L Comeromon, seoqed); Keith Desmond
(Sound) ond Lizzie Green (Researcher, seoted). Photo: Chorles Santiapilloi.

2. Gajah Sumatra (The Sumatran Elephant)
Directed by: Mr Alain Compost
This documentary film traces the development of the Elephant Training Programme in
Sumatra, Indonesia. lt deals with the problem
of crop raiding.by elephants and the plight of

a
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the transmigrants whose cultivations come under
their cqnstant attack. The DiiectorateGeneral
of Forest Protection and Nature Conservation
(PHPA) purchased tiained eliphants from
Thailand and enlisted the services of the Thai
nlahouts to catch; ,train and dOmesticate the.,
chronic crop raiding, ,elephants _ in Surnatra.
The film gives ample coverage to the early
efforts of the PHPA in dealing with the elephant
problem and documents the transport of 'the

,,

trained elephants by truck and boat from
Thailand to Sumatra and establishment of
the first Elephant Training Centre in Lampung
Province, in Sumatra.

45

There are some spectacular scenes of wild
elephants and other wildtife in the Way Kambas
National Park. The photography is excellent
and providg.s an incenqive for tourjsts to visit
the conservation ared. However, not all the
scenes in tbe film will please everyone; fhere
are very disturbing scenes of elephants" being
trained by mahouts under Thai'supervision. The
Thai system, at least the way it was imparted
;to the Indonesian mahouts, ;.appetrs Fther
cruel. Thp, newly. captured _rogue elepfrants are
prodded and hammered. by the.mahouts. lt is
a bloody'scene and one''which ihany''piople
in the west would find very disturbi'ng. But the
film does not try to glamourise _the training
programme. lnstead, it shows everything: warts
and a1l. The'alternative is"death for: the''crop
raiders by irate farmers.

The training of elephants must be viewed
in its historical perspective. The art of capturing
and domesticating elephants disappeared over
300 years age with the demise of the powers of
the Sultans in Sumatra and the increase in the
influence of the Dutch colonial powers. When
the PHPA started the training programme, the

as a pest and marauder. By demonstrating the
potential role of trained elephants in forestry

operations, agriculture

and

nature_oriented

!t

t
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expertise to domesticate elephants had to be
re-introduced from abroad, this time from
Thailand.

Once the animals have undergone the
initial traumatic period of subjugation by their
Indonesian mahouts, they appear to settle
down well and quickly learn to obey basic
commands. The film shows the use of trained
elephants in the capture of crop raiding ele-

For particulars regarding the cost and
distribution of the film, please contact the
producers:-

phants using chemical immobilization. Trained
elephants are shown carrying tourists to the
park and playing football to amuse the crowds.
The underlying reason for this could welt be
to change the perception of the average man in
the street wno hitherto regarded the elephant

P.T. Gemini Films Ltd.
Jalan Pintu Air 2y. No: 348
Jakarta, Indonesia
Tet: (021 ) 360 846
Reviewed by: Charles Santiapillai
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